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Hopper stranger things season 4

If there's one axiom that represents the past decade in pop culture, it's that no major character who dies actually remains dead. Jon Snow was revived by Melisandre to - I don't know - act even more mopey and watch Arya Stark kill the Night King. He Seoul-Oh, perhaps through a different kind of
nekneromancy, is inexplicably going to appear in Fast 9. Somehow, Palpatine has returned, etc. And now, after an emotionally devastating finale that seemed to kill Hawkins, Indiana's Police Chief Jim Hopper, Stranger Things wasted no time in confirming that the lord of the father bods is in fact alive in
Season 4. Once again, the dead speak – and are part of a Russian chain gang! It's not much of a silver lining, seeing as Hopper is basically a Russian prisoner of (interdimensional?) war in a remote, wintry outpost led by the guy (Tom Wlaschiha) who played Jaqen H'ghar on Game of Thrones. Hopper
shaved his head, making him look like the kind of guy who would post a 45-minute screed on YouTube about why the Joker is a masterpiece and should have won Best Picture: If you'd like an explanation of how a man who appeared to die in a secret Russian laboratory explosion in Indiana somehow
ended up in Russia , the first Season 4 log line does not provide much detail. We're excited to officially confirm that production on Stranger Things 4 is now underway – and even more excited to announce Hopper's return! netflix press release. Although it is not all good news for our 'American'; he is
imprisoned far from home in the snowy wasteland of Kamchatka, where he will face dangers both human ... and more. Meanwhile, back in the United States, a new horror is starting to emerge, something long buried, something that connects everything ... (If you want to actually read deeper into this, the
teaser is titled From Russia With Love, which could indicate Season 4 is going to shamelessly conjure James Bond for his next adventure.) I think it's safe to say Stranger Things has jumped the shark-er, Demogorgon. There was a time when the Duffer Brothers imagined Stranger Things as an anthology
series, but eagerness around what was an excellent first season, and perhaps as importantly, a talented cast of adorable young stars led by Millie Bobby Brown and Finn Wolfhard-led them to keep the story in Hawkins. And now we get four- and possibly five, seasons with the same ensemble. There's
something messed up about a show pandering to 80s nostalgia now pandering to its own nostalgia. I liked Stranger Things' third season most. But that's in part because the Duffers seemed like they had the courage to make a radical change to the show's status quo-killing Hopper in earnest would have
forced characters like Eleven to navigate an uncertain future, and proved that Stranger Things wasn't about pandering to fans' wants and needs. Instead, as the action goes beyond Hawkins and its scope- pass kulich, David Harbour series ambitions grow less. Hopper isn't really right The kids, who are
now hormonal teens, are again going to save the day (and maybe the world?) without provoking any fear of meaningful loss or bets-no offense to Barb. In fairness, the third season was clearly setting this up-a post-credits scene revealing an unseen American prisoner in Russia and that the Soviets had
captured one (AND?) Demogorgon. But I naively assumed the series was not run by complete cowards, and that said prisoner could have been Matthew Modine's Dr Brenner, the evil scientist who originally experimented on Eleven and gave her telekinetic powers. I ignored all the characters, including
Harbour admitting that Hopper was most likely the character behind Russian bars. Nonetheless: Shame on you, Stranger Things. There's still a chance the fourth season is strong, it will definitely have fun moments, glorious Joe Keery hair, solid production value, and I doubt the dank synth theme is going
anywhere. But avoiding the chance of being the small screen equivalent of The Rise of Skywalker isn't exactly #ContentGoals. Worse still, Hopper's revival retroactively makes the third season, especially its solid and tear-jerking finale, into a cynical and emotionally manipulative enterprise that misses
what makes 80s pop culture so great. With no stakes or pathos - and with a healthy helping of plot armor for Hopper and the gang-Stranger Things confirms its status as empty calorie entertainment, complete with inexplicable character revivals and cliff-hanger post-credit scenes. (Martin Scorsese might
as well call it an amusement park.) It's a fine standard for some shows to set; most shows, however, do not score Emmy nominations. Stranger Things is what it is, and lots of people will still love it. But I'm going to rue the Duffer Brothers' chances of pulling back any punches and aiming for something big,
when their guiding principles hadn't turned upside down. Joining The Ringer Newsletter Stranger Things will turn back the clock in Season 4 to tell Hopper's origin story to solve one of the show's most enduring mysteries. Speaking to our sister pub Deadline about his supposed dead alter ego's
resurrection, the actor confirmed that viewers will get to see some of Hopper's deep backstory in Season 4 while getting an answer to a question raised back in Season 2: What's inside those boxes Eleven discovered in Hopper's loft labeled Dad, Vietnam, and New York? I'm really excited to let people
see these really deep colors in him, Harbour shared. Every season we see a different side of him. Last season was... a bit crazy and I loved playing it. Now [in season 4] he is painted in a bit of a darker palette; He is able to express some of these really deep things that we have ... hints at the boxes in
season 2. It's very epic, Harbour added of Season 4. There are monsters and horrors and scares. There are also some Indiana Jones-type action. Harbour said shooting on Season 4 had been for a few weeks when the COVID-19 pandemic swept in and we got shut down back in March. As far as a
timetable for restarting production, we don't really know what the future holds, he admitted. I don't feel the way anyone knows. We all play it by ear. We want to get started as soon as possible. It was back in February that Netflix confirmed that Hopper's death in the Season 3 finale was (as everyone
assumed) a red-herd. Season 4 will find him very much alive, albeit imprisoned in Russia (as seen in a teaser video). That's not all good news for our 'American' aka Hopper, the Duffer Brothers said in a statement at the time. He is imprisoned far from home in the snowy wasteland of Kamchatka, where
he will face dangers both human ... and more. Meanwhile, back in the states, the series creators added, a new horror is beginning to emerge, something long buried, something that connects everything. Season 4 promises to be the biggest and scariest season to date, and we can't wait for everyone to
see more. Stranger Things spoiled Hopper's fate with a teaser before Season 4 even received a release date, but it could be an effective marketing strategy. Netflix's first official footage for Stranger Things season 4 confirmed that Jim Hopper (David Harbour) is actually alive, but the big reveal excited
some question why the series Stranger Things revealed Hopper's fate ahead of next season. Hawkins' police chief has been at the center of many fan theories ever since the end of Season 3. The Stranger Things 3 post-credits scene, set in Kamchatka references an unseen American, which added a lot
of fuel to the fire when it came to speculation about Hopper's survival. Despite the tease, Netflix put an end to fan theories just months after Season 3 fell. Continue scrolling to read again Click the button below to start this article in quick view. Start now Hopper apparently died at the end of Stranger
Things 3. During the climactic match at The Starcourt Mall, Hopper, Joyce and Murray volunteered to go underground to turn off the machine that opened the Upside Down. Dustin got the code so Hopper and Joyce could get the keys. Before the duo had a chance to turn off the machine, Hopper had to
face Grigori, but in doing so, he closed his only path to escape. Hopper sacrificed himself so Joyce could turn the machine off. His loved ones continued to believe that he was gone forever, but that was clearly not the case. The Season 3 post-credits scene shifted focus to Russia, revealing they were
holding a U.S. citizen captive. While many viewers immediately thought the prisoner was Hopper, others remained skeptical. The latest teaser for Season 4 gave confirmation to those holding out hope that Hopper would return, but he's not in the best position. Not only is he in Russia, but the footage also
shares that he works in a gang along with other prisoners. The teaser was met with excitement, but the timing of the release is very thoughtful since seven months have passed from last season and there is currently no release date for season 4. The reasoning behind the destructive technique appears to
be a marketing tactic to get the focus back on the primary narrative. Stranger Things Revealed Hopper's Fate To Shift The Focus Of The Main Storyline There's no doubt that Hopper's fate has dominated the spotlight in Stranger Things season 4. Fans are constantly cooking up new theories associated
with his survival or discussing ways Hopper could still be involved in future seasons. Interest in the character's future is understandable given Hopper and actor David Harbour are fan favorites of the show. Harbour himself has shared hints as to whether his character was still in the popular Netflix series.
Now that the show uncovers the truth, the cast and creators no longer have to toe the heads around the subject. Sharing the revelation that Hopper is alive but stuck in Russia, it also provides an opportunity for Netflix and Stranger Things to control the focus of Season 4 back to the main story. This is a
similar situation to Eleven's fate after Stranger Things' debut season. Rather than pull it off, the series confirmed her survival in the Season 2 trailer so they could foster more important mysteries. The banter and speculation for the upcoming season will no longer be distracted by Hopper's fate, so
marketing can hone in on the big picture. Of course, Hopper will still be a big part of Season 4, but it is now clear that his bow will be set primarily in Russia and what kind of threats he will face, human and otherwise. Next: Stranger Things' Original Plan was very different Cobra Kai Season 3: How Miyagi
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